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1 INTRODUCTION

';.)

This paper is divided into two parts. The
first one is a mathematical analysis of different laws for physic and chemical exchan-

ges De curing during a natural flow in an
aquifer. The second part shows, with field

experireents at Bonnaud (Jura), how it is
possible to determine the parameters of an
exchange law in order to forecast the long
term evolution of the concentration of a
solute which has reached the aquifer.

t = time
x = distance
Hany exchanges la'ds may be studied : an
exchange law may be reversible or not, its
equilibrium equation (01.' "isotherm") may
be linear or not (e.g. Langmuir scheme),
see J. Rochon 1978.
~'le choose to study some of these la',/s
which seem to be the most useful.

2.1. Linear exchanges 'dith linear exchange
kinetic

2 INTRODUCTION TO THE FIRST PART
This part will deal with the study of the
concentrations in the water of an aquifer
after an injection of tracer. The hypothesis relative to the aquifer are :
- homogeneous and isotropic aquifer,
- uniform and perm~nent flow.
The evolution of the concentration will
result of three phenomenous :
- advection : it is displacement of the
tracer with the flow,
- dispersion,
- physic and chemical exchanqes between
phase.
~~ is assuoc€d that there are no exchanges
with the lower and upper boundaries of the
.~quifer. The general equation is :
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which may be 'driten with dimensionless variables :

(water)
concentration in the solid phase (aquifer)
dispersion coefficient
kinematic porosity
effective velocity
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is the Exchange Capacity of
the aquifer

This system of two dimensionless differential equations has been solved by finite
differences with B.R.G.M. numerical code
M.O.D.E.L. (J. Ausseur, B. Kanehiro, J.P,
Sauty, 1979) and made i t possible to design
dimensionless type curves describing the
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2.2. Exchanges according to Langmuir isotherm
The eqUilibrium equation is

= ~.C

1. C/CJ

half saturation concentration in the
liquid phase (water)
S
equilibrium concentration in the solid
e
phase (aquifer)
The exchange kinetic is of second order :
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The tnansformation of the variable is the
same as in the previous chapter. The dimensionless equation may be written:
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influence of the Number of exchange Ca = 2

evolution of concentrations following a slug
injection of tracer. The calculations have
boon performed for a Peclet number equal to
10, a number of exchange ranging from 0.1 to
10 and a Retention Capacity from 0.1 to 5.
Graphs 1 and 2 shows the type curves for
Ca = 1 and Ca = 2.

;t= ~c(~eC.
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with a fourth dimensionless number

s~-_CJ '".L."

if Sa is equal to infinity which means no
saturation effect, the system of equations
is similar to the system describing the linear exchanges.
As the solution depends on four dimensionless numbers, i t is not possible to draw a
set of type curves.
We choose to draw type curves for instantaneous exchanges corresponding to N equal
e
to lnfini ty.
If the Peclet number is determined, only
two dimensionless number are left : Ca and
Sa. Type curves have been drmm to study the
influence of each of these numbers. See
graphs 3 and 4.

2.3. Ionian exchanges
The hypothesis are the following :
- the sum of the cations in the liquid phase
is T,
- the sum of the cations in the solid phase
is Qa,
~ the anions are not adsorbed by the solid
phase,
- the total quantity of injected cations is

m.
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i t is the Saturation Constant.

The relation between phases is the
wing :

follo~

with the following transformations

T~

S _ ~ Q,C
.- T<{e..1)C
when the equilibrium is reached or at any
time, if the exchange kinetic is instanta~
neaus. k is the constant of the mass action
law.
The sum of all the ·cations in solution was
equal to To. At the time of injection, i t is
increased at the injection point and then is
described by the law Qf dispersion without
exchanges :
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The reason is that the anions are not
adsorbed which is an hypothesis, so the sum
of the anions in solution is not involved
in exchanges. The electrical neutrality
tells that the sum T of the cation too will
not be involved in exchanges (see J. Rochon,
1979) .
Assuming that the exchange kinetic is instantaneous, i t is possible to derive the
following equilibrium relation which holds
at any time
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= TIT,

e( = .e. Q,/r.

Cel = To /(9.-1)
The equilibrium relation has the same expression than Langmuir one, when T is equal
R
to unity, i.e. for low concentrations of
injection.
The dimensionless system of differential
equations is :
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\"lhen Co .« To, T "" 1 and is constant, and
these equations ~re similar to Langmuir scheme. However the second equation which has no
exchanges term shows that the variation of T
is much faster than the variation of C. After
a time equal to about twice the advection
time the evolution of concentrations is identical to Langmuir scheme.

.. I

3 INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND PART

Pll

All the tracer experiments in uniform flow
which are analysed in this part took place
in 1974 at Bonnaud, near Lons~le-Saunier
(Jura - France). The experiments were designed together by two teams : the Bureau de
Recherches Geologiques et Ninie-res (ERG!.I)
and the Section d'Application des Radioelements du Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (SAR-CEA). The aim of the research was
to study extensively with field experiments
the underground migration of various
matters soluble in water. All the results
are described in B. Gaillard, J. Guizerix,
J. J.1argat, J. Nolinari, P. Peaudecerf, 1976.
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3.1 Description of the experiment field
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The aquifer has the following characteristics :
- the water table is of limited thickness
(3 t~ 4 m) which helps for the measurements,
- the aquifer is confined which implies no
influences of the fluctuation of the water
table and no exchanges with the non saturated zone,
- .the aquifer is not thick and is well defined,
- the naturel variations of level are small,
- the hydraulic conductivity is high which
helps the advection of the injected tracers
(transmissivity : 10- 3 m2 /s)
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Graph 6. Situation of wells
3.2 The field experiment to be analysed
Among all the experiments three of them have
been selected and are analysed in the following lines. Each injection took place in
well C and measurements were in well D, 13
meters further. The main characteristics of
these experiments are gathered in table 1.
Table 1. Main characteristics of the field
experiments at Bonnaud
Rhodamine

Injected matter
Mass injected (g)

'JIll

//0

\'iT

20

4

Uranine
40

Date of injection 23/10/74 18/10/74 25/10/74
Uniform flO'..,

3.39

io- 3 m3 /s

3.3 Method of
In order to get a uniform gradient and increase'the velocities to keep the experiment
duration reasonable, a uniform flow has
been imposed and controlled by a set of injection wells (M) and pumping wells (N) with
constant rates (see graph 6) .
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~top

Maximum concentration measured
pg/l
Estimation of residual concentration
(from previous experiments \lg/l)

cross- sections of aquifer

2.36

36 hours

Incidents

Graph 5. Longitudinal and transversal geologicol
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inteL~retation

The three experiments have been analysed separately by ajustment of the parameter with
a mathematical model. The number of'paramete~
and also the crosspart of the aquifer in
which the migration takes place.

~:c~i~nD~r~~ ~f't~~

Other experiments \·lith "perfect" tracers
like tritium for which there are no exchanges have been performed on the same experiment field. The analysis of these experiments (P. Peaudecerf, J.P. Sauty, 1978) made
i t possible to determine the parameters describing adve~tion and diffusion :
~ effective velocity u = 3.8 10- 5 mls {3,3
m/day) ,
- (kinematic porosity n = 33 %),
- diffusion coefficient D
2,5 10- Sc m2 is
2
(2.2 m /day).
These parameters lead to a dispersivity
a = Diu = 0.66 m and a Peclet number:
Pe = uLID = 19.8 (L = distance = 13 m) .
This high value of Peclet number shows
that the ad~ection term is much larger than
the diffusion one.
The experiments with the other matters
(I~Na, Rhodamine vIT, Uranine) have been analysed with these same values for D, u and n.
The analysip have been done only;byJajusting
the parameters of exchanges between phases.
3.3.1. Choice of the model of exchange
Var.ious injections have been realised on the
same location with the same tracers but with
different injected mass (ratio. of 10). None
of these test show any mass effect i in
other words, for a given tracer, and after
a given duration the concentration is proportionnal to the injected mass of tracer.
l'loreover, as the capacity of cationic ex~
change Qo of the aqUifer and the chemical
nature of the water To are not known, it has
not been possible to try any interpretation
with ionian exchange scheme or Langmuir
scheme. The model ",hich has been chosen is
then the reversible and linear exchanges.
It must be noted that, as the duration of
the measurements is sometimes short and as
some incidents occur during the experiments,
it should have been illusory to use a more
complicated model ",ith more parameters.
3.3.2. Determination of the parameter
For each experiment two parameters have been
determined :
- the kinetic constant k
(corresponding to
the half exchange time :C td = Ln2/k ),
_ the equilibrium constant k .
c
The corresponding dimensio~less parameters
are :
- number of e~changes : Ne = L.kc/u
- retention capacity: Ca ~ k
(l-n)/n
e
The interpretation scheme is one dimensional so the transverse difusion is neglected
The flow is assumed to take place in a prism
of aquifer of section A (thickness hand
",idth 1) in which the concentration is uniform. The thickness of the aquifer ranges
between 2.9 m at injection point to 2.5 m
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at meas,urement point. The Vlidth 1 is not
Kno;'ln. It is possible to compute it by the
ratio ot the injected mass to the initial
injected concentration ",hich is a parameter
of the model.
The parameters obtained after calibration
are gathered in table 2.
Table 2. Parameters of exchange
I-Na
kinetic constant
kc (10~6 s -1)
half exchange
(days)
time td
equilibrium
constant ke
number of exchan
ges Ne
Retention capa~.
city Ca
equivalent width
of prism 1 (m)

Rhodanine

,>-r

uranine

3.0

B.O

7.5

2.7

1.0

1.1

0.22

1.12

1.49

1.03

2.74

2.57

0.45

2.27

3.03

6.7

B.4

6.7

The comparison of the measured and computed concentration appear on graph 7 to 9.
These graphs show that the calibration is
reasonable, keeping in mind the incidents
"'hich occur during the experiments and also
the fact that the concentrationimeasurements
seems sometimes affected by erratic variations.
3.4. Interpretation of the exchange parameters
The experiment ",ith Sodium Iodide (I-Na)
shows little exchange because the Retention
Capacity is small (Ca = 0,45) and the kinetic 9f exchange is slow (Ne = 1.0).
The experiments Vlith Rhodamine and Uramine
give results ",hich are quite similar (see graph
graph 8 and 9) ",ith much more exchanges :
the Retention capacity ranges from 2 to 3,
the Number of Exchanges is equal to about
2.5. The computed width of the equivalent
prism of aquifer is equal to 7 or R meters
for the 3 experiments. This width does not
describe the lateral extension of the plume
of tracer but rather the width of aquifer
influenced by the pumping at the measurement
point D.

4 CONCLUSION
The use of models makes it possible to predict the migration of a pollution in the
water of an aquifer, taking into account the
physic and chemical interactions of the aquifer. To determine the exchange parameters it
is necessary to do the following :
- perform a first experirr.ent on the field
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(Jura)

Vlith a "good" tracer (Le. vlith no or little
exchanges) in order to determine the parameters describing advection and dispersion,
perform a second test ~preferably a field
experiment- Vlith a solute similar to the
product to study but Vlhich is not a pollutant. ~fuen such an experiment may not be
performed (for economical reaso~s or because
there is no solute Vlith properties similar
to the polluant to study) a dynamic -test
may be realised in laboratory with a sample
of the ground and Vlith the pollutan~. From
this second experiment, the eXChange para~
meters will be deducted. However a laboratory test will only give a rough estimation
of the parameters by not taking into account
the heterogeneity of the real field.

NOTATIONS
~

C
C
C

a
e

Concentration in the liquid phase
Retention capacity

Rochon, J. 1978, Propagation de substances
miscibles en interaction physico-chimique
avec Ie substrat, Approche simplifiee pour
I'utilisation en hydrogeologie, Thes~ de
Doc. Ing., Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble, 25 janvier 1978.

Dispersion Coefficient
Equilibrium Constant

k

c
e

Rochon, J. 1979, Echange cationique au cours
d'un ecoulement unidirectionnel en milieu
poreux sature, in : uvlorkshop OCDE/NEA" 1
L'utilisation des materiaux argileux pour
l'isolation des dechets radioactifs, Paris,
10-12 septe~re 1979.

Kinetic of exchange constant
Equilibrium Constant

L

Distance between injection point and
measure~ent point

m

Injected mass of solute or quantity of
injected cations

n

Kinematic porosity of the aquifer

N

e

Nurrber of exchanges
Peclet Nurrner = uL/O
Sum of the cations in the solid phase
Concentration in the solid phase
Saturation Constant
Dirrensionless Concentration in the
solid phase

T

a

Sum of the cations initially in the
liquid phase
Sum of the cations in the solid phase
Tirr.e
Dirr.ensionless time

u

x

Gaillard, B., Guizerix, J., Hargat, J.,
l.lolinari, J., Peaudecerf, P., 1976, Action
thematique programmee "hydrogeologie",
Etude des caracteristiques de transfert
de substances chimiques dans les nappes
(site de Bonnaud - Jura), Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres, rapports
75 SGN 056 m4E, 76 SGN 235 ill4E, 76 SGN 236
M'ffi, 76 SGN 240 AME, 76 SGN 226 m,ffi.

Equilibrium Concentration

Half-saturation Concentration (kg/m3 )

k

Ausseur, J.Y., Kanehiro, B., Sauty, J.P.
Mass transfer through fractured rocks
"M.O.D.E.L. tI Code. Convection Dispersion
Exchange Decay, Bureau de Recherches G~o
logiques et Hinieres, rapport n° 79 SGN
748 HYD (to be pr~nted)

Peaudecerf, P., Sauty, J.p. 1978, Application of a mathematical model to the characterisation of dispersion effects on
groundwater quality, Prog. Wat. Tech.,
vol. 10 nO 5/6, pp 443-454, Pergamon Press

',,;

Dimensionless Concentration in the
liquid phase

k
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Effective velocity or poral velocity
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Dimensionless Distance
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